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              Stability of a Nuclear Reactor in a Three

                        Dimensional State Space

                             Yuichi OGAWA*

                            (Received August 13, 1969)

                                  Abstract

    This paper'intends to clarify the exact figure and nature of the region in

which a nuclear reactor may achieve a safe reactor state in a three dimensional

state space. This region may be obtained as one of the four subregions which

are produced by mutual crossing of a hyperbolic paraboloid and a plane chara-

cterized by parameters of the system. This region is expressed by an expanded

form of that derived by Andreiev et aL.

                              1. Introduction

    Generally the power reactor possesses two kinds of internal feed back, one

that is related mainly to the variation of the fuel temperature and the coolant

density, and which responds to the variation of the reactor power relatively quickly;

and the other which responds re!atively siowly, which is chiefly governed by

variation of the structure temperature.

    To evaluate the stability of such a reactor, the criterions given by Popov or

Lur'e have been established providing the conditions upon which the reactor is

stable in a global spacei)'2). But even if the criterions are applicable to a reactor

system and the stability is obtained in a global space, it should be ascertained

only in a specific }imited region in which the state of the system ls possible as

a reactor state.

    This paper intends to clarify the exact figure and nature of the possible

region in two different state spaces, oBe of which is formed from three coordinates,

reactor power n, its rate of change it and its acceleration it (Space,A), and the

other is forrned from reactor power n, delayed Beutron precursor concentration

c and reactor temperature T (Space B).

    Andreiev et al. treated the problem of the stability and the possible region

o£ a nonlinear reactor system on two dimensional plane (the coordinates of which
are n and fa3>). They treated the problem under an assumption that the variation

of the reactor power was carried out in quasi-statical manner and obtained the

possible region which is bordered by two straight lines character!zed by reactor
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parameters. In this paper, the possibie region is obtained without forcing any

restriction against the variation of the reactor power. In the former space, the

possible region is obtained as one of the four subregions which are produced by

the mutual crossing of a hyperbolic paraboloid and a plane characterized by para-

meters of the system. In the latter space, the region does not depend on the

value of c and is obtained as a region which is bordered by a plane which crosses

the n--T plane with right angle. Andreiev et al. pointed out that movement of

a state between the zero power equilibrium point and the power equilibrium point

could be sometimes prohibited by a band of impossible regions which lies between

the two equilibrium points. But this phenomena arizes from the assumption of

the quasi-statical variation of the reactor power, and does not arize in our treat-

ment in which the assumption is not settled.

    Numerial examples are shown on diagrams.

                          2. Dynamic Equations

    Taking into account the two kinds of internal feedback as well as the effect

of delayed neutrons, the reactor dynamic equations are

         dn = P-Pn+ -Lc
         clt l To
         dc = P .- LILc

         dt l To
         dT = 1 n-LT
         dt K T

         P=Po+u+En+F'T (1)
where n is the thermal output, c the delayed neutron precursors concentration,

T the thermal time constant, To the mean generating time of delayed neutrons, l

the prompt neutron generating time, Po the cold reactivity, p the reactivity, P the

fractional yield of the delayed neutrons, zt the control reactivity, T the tempera-

ture of reactor, K the heat capacity, E the coefllcient for relatively quick internal

feedback, F' the coefficient for relatively slow internal feedback

    In Eq. (1), temperature T is measured as the cleviation from the tempera-

ture of a reactor in a cold state. Hence the physically possible va!ues of n, c

and T must satisfy the following conditions

         n20, c20, T}IO. (2)
    From Eq. (1), we obtain the fo!!owing two equilibrium points

         R,: n==O, c=O, T=-:o,
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                                                 '
        I'h: n=n.=-Po/(E+TF), c=c.=ToPn./l

             T= T.=Tn.IK (3)
where F is given by

    To obtainthe positive value of n., we have two cases, one is the case in

which Po is positive and (E+TF) is negative, and in the other Po is negative and

(E+TF) is positive. But we could not accept the latter case from the standpoint

of safety, because in this case the assembling of the smaller amount of fuel would

invite the larger amount of n..

    Introducing the new state variables

        C=72, zl=z'it, z=TToii, (5)
Eq. (1) is reduced into the nonlinear differential equations

        de - 2(x,y, z)
                                                     (a)
         dt - P(x, y)

         clzi 1                                                     (b)            ==: -z         dt To

         cinr 1
         dt T

where P(x, y) and 2(x, y, z) are the abbreviations for

        P(x, y) == Di2y+Di3x (a)
        2(x,y,2)=Di22+D2zy+D3zx+D42x2+D,y3+D6y2x+D,yx2

                  +Dsx3+D,y2+D,,yx+D,,x2. (b) (7)
The coefficients Ds in Eq. (7) are given in Appendix A.

    From Eq. (6) we obtain again two equilibrium points .lll and .EI which cor-

respond to P. and 1)b respectively

        Ph: e=O, y=O, z=O,

        1Z: x= n., y== O, z=O. (8)
We proceed to examine the stability of the system in the vicinity of these equi-

librium points and also seek for the optimum control which brings a phase point

located near the power equilibrium point .l]Z to the point most quickly.

 2.1. Near point PX

    In applying the Taylor's expansion in the vicinity of Pi, Eq. (6) becomes
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        de            ===a(u)z+b(u)y+e(u)x+.f<u),
         dt

         dy ..Lz
         dt To

         dt T

where coeflicients a(u), b(zO, e(u) and f(u) are as given in Appendix B.

    When the control ze is absent, the above coethcients become

        a(u) -a :-(sP,/P+1)1A-(1+cl)1To

        b(u)===b--[(s+d)Po/P+d]IA-d/To

        e(u) -e- -PolPA

        f(t{) -f- O, (10)
where s, d and A are defined by

        s-El(E+TF),cl-T,IT,/1-l!P. ' (11)
Then Eq. (9) becomes the Iinear equations

         [l¥t ==:az+by+ex, ddYt=-;IJ, [#t=--Y, (12)

from which the characteristic roots of the system R,,22,R3 are obtained as the

solution of the cubic equation

        13-aR2t-(blTo)2-elTT, == O. (13)
    From the well known reiations which exist between the roots and coef-
ficients

        Ri+22+23=a
        2i(22+23)+R2R3=mb1To

        1iR2R3 =]: elTTo, (14)
and from the fact that the value e in Eq. (14) becomes always real and nega-

tive, it is found that there is at least one real and negative root`). If we let this

root be 2i, then the equilibrium point Pi must be one of the following four types:

                                  stable
                                        '
        2,<O, 2,<O, 1,<O (a)
        2,<O,2,=v+j'w,2,=v-j'w(v<O,Llv>O) (b)
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                                unstable

        R,<O,2,=w+7'zv,R,==w-j'zv(v>O,w>O) (c)

        2,<O,2,>O,2,>O. (d) (15)
The stable condition may be called respectively a stable node and stable node-

focus. The unstable condition may be called respectively a focal saddle and nodal

                                                               'saddle.

    It is clear that the transition from stability to instability must take place in

the presence of the focal condition because the value 2i2223 (==elTTo) does not

become zero. We can easily show that the transition condition z,=O can occur

when

        ablTo+elTro == O. (16)
    On the other hand, if we apply the Hurwitz condition to system (12), we

obtain the following condition of stabillty

        a<O, b<O, e!TTo<O, ab!To+elTTo>O. (17)
Condition (16) appears as an important part of Condition (17).

    Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (17), we obtain the condition under which the

system is stable near the equilibrium point Pi as

        (sto,IP+1)+(1+d)AITo>O (a)
        [(s/d+1)P,IP+1]+A/T,>O (b)
        (sP,!P+1)[(s1cl+1)Po1P+1]+[(2s+s1cl+d)tO,!P-t-2+cl]A/To

             +(1+d)A21Tg>O. (c) (18)
    The principal direction cosines of the characteristic root 2i are obtained as

                       1
        cos cr ==
                V 1 + (T2,)2 + (T.2r)2

                      T21        cos P =
                V 1 + (T･2,)2 + (TT2?)2

                      TT2?
        COSr== VMI+(T2,)2+(..2?)2' (19)
These principal direction cosines are useful to examine the figure of the ve6tor

field in the vicinity of the equilibrium point

    Next, in order to estimate the optimum contro} which brings the state located

near point Pg to the point optimum time wise, Eq. (9) is considered again. In

Eq. (9) the external control affects the force terms and also the coefficient sof the
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equation. If we only treat the case where the value of d is extremely smaller

than unity, the parts of the coeflicients which have to do with the external con-

trol are expressed approximately by

        a,, == - d [u(t) +Tti(t)] /PA

        b,,-2d[u(t)+TLZ(t)+(rT,!2)ti(t)]/PA

        ete = 2 [u(t)+TzZ(t)+)TTodi(t)]/PA

        fL -n. [z{(t) +Ttk(t)+Tro di(t)]/I9A (20)

   In Eq. (20), the control involved in the force term consists of a linear combi-

nation of control reactivity with its rate of change and its acceleration as (t{(t)+

ul(t)+TTodi(a==z,). Thesamecontrolisalsoinvolvedinthecoefllciente(u). The
control involved in a(u) and b(u) are different from v, but have a sirnilar form.

As the most effective control is that which is involved in the force term, we

can assume that all controls consist of v in a sense of approximation. From the

Pontryagin's optimal control theory, the optimum control to the linear system is

estimated to be the so-called piecewise constant control with regard to the control

parameter w.

 2.2. Near point P;,

    For this case, assuming the existing of the relation y = kx and accompanying

relations z= clk2u and clzlclt=clk3,tclT we obtain

    K3+a,(u)K2+b,(u)K+e,(zO == O. (21)
from Eq. (6). Without control, the coeflicients become

        ao=[1+3Po!P+(2-cl)A!Te]T!A

        bo-[1-cl-(2-cl)Po!P+(1-d)A!To]T1dA

        c, =--(1-d)TP,IPcl2A (22)
It has been demonstrated that under any condition all coethcients cannot be

positive simultaneously and the point becomes either the nodal saddle or the

focal saddle. Although the above mentioned assumption does not hold generally,

it is found from the numerical examination that for the variation of the reactor

parameters the vector field indicates always the stable topological structure. Hence

the system is always unstable at the zero power equilibrium point.
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                       3. Possible reactor region

    Except for specially designed reactors (for instance the pulse reactor), the

usual power reactor should be operated at a state which is suthciently below the

prompt critical state. In this paper we do not include such a specially designed

reactor and assume that the possible value of reactivity should be smaller than P.

 3.1. SpaceA
    Integrating Eq. (1) under the condition (2), we obtain the following form of

the reactor dynamic equations

         dd7tZ -- PiPn+ -Xj'-..n(t') exp(- ti,t')dt' (23)

        P=Po+zt+En+Fjl..n(t')exp(H t7t')dt'･ (24)

Next, substituting the relations

        St-..n(t') exp(- tit')dt' --U ' (2s)

        Stnt..n(t')exp(- ti,t')dt'- W. (26)

 into Eq. (23), we obtain the relations

        IV-Aron(t)+-T-pO [P-P(t)]n(t) (27)

        p-P,+u(t)+En(t)+FU. (28)
Differentiating both sides of Eq. (27) vsTith regard to t and substituting the fol-

lowing relations

        Vtr -- - mlzrm w+n(t)

               To

        U---L u+n(t), (2g)
               T

we obtain the following expression

        -- t- "[JV+n=ToAii+-ill'-(P-P) de--Z7'- Pn･ (30)

We then substitute Eq. (27) into Eq. (30) and obtain
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        ToAit+(To-1-A--ill'LP)fa+(- pP - TpO P)n=:O. (31)

Next, differentiating both sides of Eq. (28) we obtain

        p= llYt +E dd"t +F(--lyu+n)

          -Eiz+(F+E!T)n+(P,-P)IT+ulT+al. (32)
By the substitution of the above equation into Eq. (31), we finally obtain

        ToAji + (1 + -III- - -iZ- - -:i}- n)To7le

            -I(mi+ .T,)r;-+!ZS' +-il-+-(E+pTi7)n+-ii-Ta]-llf' n==o. (33)

Eq. (33) is a form of the dynamic equation of the reactor power which takes P

as the parameter. By using relation (5), we can express the above equation by

state variables x, y and 2

         .A, z+(1+ f, - ; - ff x)y

            -[(-i+i});+PoilZ`+'EiZTFx+-li-nd]c=o. (34)

Eq. (34) represents a quadaratic surface in a three dimensional space which has

x, y and 2 as the coordinates.

    If we consider the case in which the external control u is absent, Eq. (34)

becomes

         .A, z' (i+C-X- g x)y- [(-i+t)X+ S' + E"pTFx].-- o.

                                                                    (35)

From the above equation we can obtain two extreme surfaces, one is for P=P

and the other is for P=-oo. They are for p==P,

         .A,2+(L;1--`ill-x)y"[(-i+k+Ppo)+E+pTFx]x-o, (36)

and for p=-oo,

Eq. (37) represents a plane which is in parallel with the z axis.

    The obtained surfaces (36) and (37) are the boundary surfaces of the possible



        -(E+TF)!P h,, -EfP

        -(-1+11cl+PolB)=h3, AITo=h4 (39)
we can change Eq. (36) to a simpler forrn

        h,x2+h, cy+h,x+h,y+h,z =: O. (40)
Then we adopt the transformation of coordinates,

        x == X cos e- Y sin 0- h41h2

        y=Xsine-Ycos0+(2hih4-h2h3)1h:

        z-Z+(h,h,-h,h,)!h:. (41)
In this transformation, the origin of the new space (xt, yt, xt) becomes

       a:t = PA1ETo

       y,-(1-1/d-P,!P-2A1sTo)P1E

       2t-(-1+1/cl+P,IB+A/sTo)PIE. (42)
The rotational angle e is selected between -n12 and n/2, and is obtained by

        tane= h21hi ==s (43)
or

       0-(tan"is)!2, (-rc12gOgn12). (44)
    Applying the transformation, Eq. (40) is reduced to

           X2                 Y2

where

        A=:=-[-2ih, 2hh,                    (h? + hZ) cos 2o + "L] -'

       B=-[2i,i (hr+h3)cos 2o+ 2hhi,]-' (46)

           Stability of a Nuclear Reactor in a Three Dimensional State Space

region of the reactor and have expanded forms of the following equations

        -iSl.y+-E±p-T-F-Jt-(i--i)-iZt')-o (a)

        y-(1-lld)x, (b) (38)
which were derived by Andreiev et aL on the phase p!ane (x, y).

    To find the tangible figure of surface (36), we transform the coordinates.

the relations

                   = .=h,,

459

By
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To deal with the value of e, we substitute Eq. (39) into the above equation and

obtain

        A... 2PA
              (E+TF)[(-1)P V1+s2 +1]To

        B= 2PA
              (E+TF)[(-1)P'iV1+s2 +1]T,

where

        p-O (lo]<z!4),

        .zb-1 (n!4<]el:s:T/2). (47)
In the above equation, ]01=n!4 is omitted, because in this case the value (E+TF)

becomes zero and the infinite value of equilibrium power n. is led forth. As

mentioned before, the value (E+TJ7) always has a negative value, and when p=O,

A is negative and B is positive, and when p=1, A is positive and B is negative.

Hence the surface (45) is a hyperbolic paraboloid.

    It is easily shown that the entire space is separated into four subreglons by

mutual intersection of the hyperbolic paraboloid and the plane (37), because the

plane is perpendicular to the x-y plane. We can answer the question as to
what part of the four subregions the possible region is situated, by the following

procedure. Let Pi(x, y, z,) be a point which is located on the surface (35) and

let 4(x, y, 22) be on the surface (36). Then subtract z2 from zi. If this differ-

ence is positive, the posslble region is situated over the boundary surface (36)

(the direction of x positive), and if negative, it is under the surface. Executing the

subtraction we obtain

        z,-z,-PEP･TAO [y+(-1+-22-)x]. (4s)

  Eq. (48) indicates that, if it is the case where y<(1-11d)x the difference be-

comes positive, and vice versa. As the condition y=(1-11d)x coincides with
Eq. (37), it is obvious that when we take the plane as the boundary, the situation

for the existence of the possible region changes to the reverse. On one side of

the plane the possible region is situated over the hyperbo}ic paraboloid, and on

another side it is under the surface.

    As a result, we get two possible subregions, one of which possesses the two

equilibrium points Pll and Pi in it, and the other possesses only PE on the

boundary. The two subregions contact each other on a specific line which is

produced by the mutual intersection of the two extreme surfaces. In Fig. 1 these

circumstances are shown.
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    Next we consider the possibility of moving of a state between the two sub-

regions. If a state moves between the two subregions under the condition that

the reactivity is P(t), the movement must be carried out at a point which is

situated on the iine produced by the intersection of the quadaratic surface (35)

and plane (37). We express the line on the 8-2 plane (see Fig. 1) and sub-
stituting the relations

"
unol?r the
`th)(perboh'c

q

R7reboloid"

"

                 .        to x
g'zip£･h･ts. k.0oj"

  (direction of' z pos±tive)

       (a) d<Z
               Fig. 1. Boundary Plane

a;=8cosw, y=esinto,

substitutiry Eq. (35) into Eq. (33), we

z= M62+Ne

under the
ttWperbOhe
PZ7rebolo/'d "

w

e<1'
1ld>X

E)S2gr

and

op

over the
`tH;p;oethOhe

Axis e

(b)

Porczbolold"

d >1

                                                                 (49)

and also obtain the equation of the line
                                                                 (50)

where

        M== ffSO [(1-IA/d)+1/s]cos2to

        N== -El'- [-:'L -(1+A!To)(1-1!d)] cos to. (51)

It is remarkable that the above equation does not contain P(D in spite of dealing

with the case in which the monement is conducted when the reactivity value is

p(t). This means that all quadaratic surfaces which correspond to innumerable

values of the parameters (P<P), including the two extreme surfaces (36) and (37),

are mutually crossed by the line (50). It is also noted that the quadaratic surfaces

contain the zero power equilibrium point Rl without exception.

    If a state were possible to move between the two subregions, this movement
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must be carried out through a point located on the line (50), irregardless of value

of P(t) the system carries. It was found that at the moment of the movement,

the values of the state variables render P(x, y) in Eq. (6) zero, because the line

(50) is situated on plane (6) the equation there of is expressed by P(x, y)==O.

Thus in order that the movement is performed at a finite vaiue of fr., it is at least

necessary that at the moment of the movement, the va!ues of the state variables

also render 2(Jc, y,2) zero. But after substitution of Eqs. (49) and (50) into the

equation Q(x, y, z)=O, we obtain the value of e only as zero, which corresponds

to the zero power equilibrium point .PE. We have discussed in chapter 2 that

the zero power equilibrium point is either the focal saddle or the nodal saddle

and the movement of state between the two subregions could not be realized.

    From the above discussion we conclude that the genuine possible region is

limited to only one side of the subregions in which both the zero power and

power equilibrium points are contained. As mentioned in the introduction, there

is no evidence of an occurence of blocking of the movement of state by a band

of the impossible region, which is contrary to Andreiev's conclusion. This con-

tradiction arizes from the fact that Andreiev et al. treated the problem under the

assumption that the variation of the reactor power was carried out in quasi-statical

manner but in our treatment the assumption was not settled.

  3.2. SpaceB

    In this space, the possible region is obtained in a much simpler form applying

the conditlon

        p<p, n2}io, c2o, T;})o (s2)
to Eq. (1). Considering again the case in which the control is absent, we obtain

the boundary surface of the possible region which corresponds to P= P as

         En+F'T -= P- Po. (53)
The possible region is situated on the possible side (p<P) of the boundary surface

(53) satisfying the remaining conditions of Eq. (52). It is noted that the region

is not restricted by the value of c and is given as a region which is bordered

by a plane which crosses the n-T plane at right angles.

                          4. Numerical Examples

    In Fig. 2, the possible region as a reactor is shown for four typical examples

in the three dimentional phase space (Space A) by means of a contour map. In

these diagrams, the solid lines indicate that the height of contours are over the

x-y plane (direction of 2 positive) and the dotted lines indicate that they are
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below the plane. In all cases, taking the plane y==(1-1/d)x as a boundary, on

'the upper side of the boundary (d!rection of y positive) the possible region is

,situated under the hyperbo!ic paraboloid, and on the lower side of the boundary,

it is over the surface. In actuality, the region bordered by the oblique line is

the genuine possible region in which the two equilibrium points are contained.
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    In Fig. 3, the possible region as a reactor is shown for four typical examples

in the three dimensional space (Space B). In each example the combination of

the positiveness or negativeness of the internal feedback coefficients E and F is

different from the others. The possible region is given as the region which is･

bordered by the oblique lines. In Fig. 3-(d), Po is negative and (E+TF) is positive..

This case should be exc}uded from the argument as rnentioned before.
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                  (a)
                        Fig. 4. Stable Region of a Reactor

    Fig. 4 shows the results of caluculations of Eq. (18) for two examples. The

condition of stability near point Pi is shown by the relation of p,!P versus s.

The stability of the system is satisfied in the region which !ies on the stable side

(direction of s positive) of all the curves (a), (b) and (c) on the diagrams. In Fig.

6-(a), the curve (c) occasionally coincides almost with curves (a) and (b). This is,

caused by the fact that, in this example the value e!TTo in Eq. (17) is fairly small

compared to that of ablTo.
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Appendix A

D! F clA!To

D2 = (1 ' 2d) clAITo

D,--[-(1-cl)-clPo!P-(1-d2)A/T,]-(cl!P)u(t)-(cllP)Tab(t)

D4-=(1-d-dls)EIP
D, - 2dLII!p

D6 -= [d(2 - d) + 3d21s] EIP

D,-I1-d-d(2d-3)/s]EYP
D, - (1 - d)E/Ps

D,-[d(1-2cl)-2cl2P,IP+d(1-2cl)A/To]+(2cl21P)u(t)+(2d21P)Trk(t)

Dio =" [d(1 - 2d) PolP] - d(1 rm d) - d(1 - d)A/To

      +[cl(2-d)/P]z{(t)+(2cl!P)Tzt(t)+(clli9)TTodi(t)

D,,-(1-d)P,/P+[(1-d)IP]u(t)+[(1-cl2)/P]TiZ(t)+[(1-d)IP]TT,af(t)

Di2 == clA

D,, - (1 -d)A

(app-1)

(app-2)

(app-3)

(app-4)

(app-5)

(app-6)

(app-7)

(app-8)

(app-9)

(app-10)

(app-11)

(app-12)

(app-13)

s

Appendix B

a(z{)--[(s/P+1)IA+(1+cl)/T,]-[(1/PA)･d7(1-d)](u(t)+Ti2(t))

b(u)==-[(s+d)Po!P+d]!A+dlTo
     +(11PA)[d/(1-d)l[(2-d)zt(e+2Tab(e+TT,ti(t)]

e(u)=-:-P,/P+(21PA)[u(t)+(1+cl)TiZ(t)+TToti(t)l

f(u) =: (n./pA)[u(a + (1 + d)Tab(t) + TT,di(t)]

(app-14)

(app-15)

(app-16)

(app-l7)


